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students" in "in other words, that their registration was the only aspect of their time spent there which was satisfactorily explained to them.

In the first week of the semester, the Argonaut staff had the opportunity to interview many freshmen, and it is clear that many of them were not satisfied with the procedures or the people who handled their concerns.

Homecoming "Mens, Disclose Added Plans"

Several more hints in preparation for Homecoming are being given by the members of the Student Government Association, who are working closely with the Homecoming committee to ensure a successful event.

Songster Tryouts

Tickets for" Varsity" will be held tonight and Wednesday at 10:00 p.m. in the Student Union. Districts are being announced to all interested students.

Concert Programs

M.S.C. proves that the "h镓e" is the place to be this weekend for musical entertainment. The first program, held on Friday night, features the university's own choir and orchestra. The second program, held on Saturday night, features the university's own band and choir. Both programs are free and open to the public.

Auditions Planned For Concert Band

The University of Idaho Concert Band is currently searching for new members. Interested students are encouraged to attend the auditions, which will be held on Monday at 7:00 p.m. in the music department's practice rooms.

Sensational Oregon Escapade May Be Coastal Fare

Two weeks ago an anonymous voice came over the phone to say, "I am one of the story's characters." This was the beginning of a new chapter in the story of the Argonaut's "sensational Oregon escapade."

In an effort to keep the story fresh, the Argonaut decided to let the voice be heard.

Despite the uncertainty of the story's outcome, the Argonaut continues to follow the "sensational Oregon escapade."

Argus Staff

The Argonaut staff will continue to work on the "sensational Oregon escapade," and the story will be updated as new information becomes available.

Library Hours

The Library hours for regular hours, beginning September 19, 1969, are as follows:

Monday through Thursday: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Friday: 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Saturday: 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Sunday: Closed

Beginning October 3, the Library has extended its hours to include Sunday hours: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The library will be closed on Saturday.

For the convenience of students, the Library has extended its hours during the fall semester to include Sunday.

The extension of library hours will allow students to have additional time to study and complete assignments.

The Library is located on the campus of the University of Idaho, in the center of campus, with easy access for all students.

The Library is open during regular hours and extended hours. Students are encouraged to take advantage of these extended hours when needed.

The Library has a wide variety of resources available, including books, journals, and online resources.

The Library is committed to providing a comfortable and supportive environment for all students.
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First Things First

There were, it seemed, several things to be learned, as
explained, from the perusal of sketchbooks. Among other
details, the student was informed:
1. The monkey you have in your
picture is a Baboon, not a macaque.
2. Herpetosaurus is a term for the
first day of the year.
3. The t-rex had a lower jaw that
was about the size of your head.
4. In 1853, the London School
of Economics was founded.
5. The t-rex was about the size of
a small car.
6. In 1853, the London School
of Economics was founded.

Can You Do It?

It's easy to believe that you have a mind of your own, that
you're capable of thinking for yourself. But the truth is,
the mind is a very complex organ, and even the simplest
tasks can be daunting. When it comes to questions
about the mind and consciousness, it's important to
remember that we are still learning about the complexities
of the brain.

Mission ...

To Moscow...

We're not sure how many miles it is from here, but
we're planning to drive to Moscow. The journey will
be about 10 hours, and we'll be stopping along the way
for meals and rest. We're looking forward to exploring
the city and experiencing its culture.

Orientation Talks

To Prepare Fresh For Coming Year

Orientation for freshmen was
hosted by Associated Women
Students, and included a panel
of freshmen. The panel consisted
of a variety of students, from
different backgrounds and
interests. The talk was
informative and helpful for
preparing for the upcoming year.

Men - Are You In The Dark

About Blonds? Brunettes? Stellas?

By MARY BANNISTER

To magazine covers, probably the most welcome sight of
the year is the one which features the woman. But when
you are surrounded by so many attractive women, it can be
difficult to know where to look.

10 Years Ago In The Arg

To appear on the Fall 1983 cover of Seventeen's weekly
magazine is a big honor. For a first-time cover model like
Drew Barrymore, it was a dream come true. Her
appearance on the cover helped her career take off, and
she went on to become a successful actress.

Retreat Is Planned

Washington State University and the University of Idaho will
hold a weekend retreat at the Malheur National Forest, near
Frenchtown, on October 27th. The retreat will include
sessions on relaxation, meditation, and networking.

Ags To Hold Smokers

Students and faculty members at the College of Agriculture
will hold an event to promote smoking cessation on
November 1st.

They're Thar Hills' Attrac

Students On Summer Trip

The trip, which lasts about a month,
will take students to a variety of locations
in the United States. The trip will include
visits to national parks, museums, and local
attractions.

Dear Jason

I love you very much, but I'm not sure
if I can be with you all the time.

The Owl Drug Store

Extends a welcome to all the University
Students . . . . wishing you the best of luck in your school studies and activities.

When you are down in town in Moscow,
drop in to our Friendly Owl Drug Store for
School Supplies, Fountain, Servife,
and more.

DAVID'S!

Shoe Section Main Floor

Barbaramoon

... a color that leads to distinction, in this season's shoes

It's a color for men, this sickly
tone borrowed from North Africa. It has
something of the depth and mystery of
the sand. It's as much worth Barbaramoon as
with men who seek " utility" in dress . . . Coin in and more than
regarded for comfortable shoes.

From $12.95

As advertised in Inquirer and Pic
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New Business Prof

Educated At University Of By

Hutchison Studio

Pair Look At Plans

Near the Campus For Your Convenience

BOOBLNEB KBNEEBRN

| TROPHIES for the Occasion |

At Rowe Jewelry

133 East Third St.
Summer Weddings Unite Seventeen More Couples

Seventeen weddings of campuses this summer have been added to those listed in Figure 11. From the ages of 18 to 20, the average age of the bride and groom is 20 years old.

Among the most recent was that of Janeth Clark and Warden Young, which was held on May 3. The couple met during the Fall section of Sociology, a subject of mutual interest.

The couple will make their home in Denver and will continue in school as well.

Marianne Dietrich

Dean of St. Mary’s

The Place To Meet Your Friends Is At The Campus Cafe

Standing tall...chocolates black...on liquor and lighter it is

"That's the feel of a good coffee house!"

FOR THE FINEST FOOD ANYWHERE, ALWAYS DINE AT THE CAMPUS CAFE

BEN FRANKLIN STORE
WHERE YOUR DINES BUY MORE
School, Home, Gifts and Personal Needs at Prices You Can Afford to Meet

REINHARDT NAMED

Howard Reinhardt was elected president of Sigma Chi. CMU will meet at a chapter meeting on Saturday night. Reinhardt was named to place Reinhardt as pledge-maker and assistant to the chapter's new recruit, Jack Reinhardt.

CAMPUS OF CAMPUS
FROM DAVID'S
Hot off the wires, Nines that will interest every girl going to college.

ARROW PRODUCTS
Are Sold At DAVID'S
COMING YOUR WAY WITH
"GABANARO"

Here's a rugged and handsome shirt of nylon gabardine that arsenic and reports designed flannel plus a secret. Gabardine covers in several smart colors and is soft and subtle for comfort, $1.50.

ARROW SHIRTS AND TIES
U.S. NAVY + MICHIGAN STATE SHIRTS

ARROW PRODUCTS
Are Sold At CREIGHTONS

Attention Parents

The College Board has announced that all high school seniors who have been accepted into college are eligible for the College Board Scholarship Program. This scholarship is available to students who have completed at least 36 units of high school work and who are planning to attend a four-year college or university.

Prepared meals for the entire month. Call or stop by.

THE VANDAL
AT Spruce Tavern
12 N. MAIN
A Friendly Place to Gather
Improving Vandal Gridder Drop Opener To OSC-27-12

South Idaho's Fresh Gridder

ASU1 Golf Tournament To Begin Saturday

Forestry Summer Camp Moderates

Frost Grid Squad Vic For Positions

T' Club

Reserve Open to Alien Students

Bolles Fitzgerald SHOES

Vandal ....... Portraits

IMTRAMURAL

The Perfect Sports Shirt——for

CALLAGANAR" by AROW

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENTS ON TIME.
GET A
Neeley's TAXI

CREIGHTONS

The DANDI ARGONAUT, UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO

Tuesday, September 23, 1947

Time Out

Time Out

Freeze in time, say, too much for the horse that has been served as the Stevens hand san- ced to be in the opening game of the Vandal Gridder schedule last Saturday at Portland.

In the opening minutes of the game, Warden, stationed at the left guard, was pummeled by the Oregon State front line and was down quickly. Once up, the Oregon guards went for Warden and the ball was recovered by the Beavers at the 15 yard line.

In the second half, the Beavers worked on the Vandal Gridder quickly and broke through the line for a touchdown early in the second half.

G. A. U. 17, Portland 0

The 17 points scored by the Beavers were the result of only two touchdowns. The first came in the first quarter when the Beavers scored on a 50 yard run by T. T. A. S. Smith. The second came in the third quarter when the Beavers scored on a 6 yard run by A. J. B. L. Smith.

Oregon State University's victory over the Vandal Gridder was the result of a well organized and well coached team. The Beavers were the better team on both offense and defense. The Vandal Gridder was no match for the Beavers in this game.

All Homecoming Positions

The Vandal Gridder was determined to be the Vandal Gridder last Tuesday when the team announced that 100 positions would be offered to the team.

T' Club

All members and pledges are urged to attend an T' Club meeting to be held at the Sigma Nu house, Thursday, September 25, at 7:00 p.m.

Reserve Open to Alien Students

The current regulation which prohibited the enrollment of residents in the Reserve Officers Training Corps has been rescinded, according to Colonel Charles F. Verity, provost of military science and administration.

The regulations were changed to allow for enrollment in the Reserve Officers Training Corps.

PACIFIC ARMY ADVERTISERS

Make It a

With a Diamond from

The Gem Shop

INFORMATION BOOKe Oregon State College establishes information-booths for the service and guidance of faculty members and students. The booths are set up by the Information Office and are available for the use of all faculty members and students.

The purpose of the information-booths is to provide a place where faculty members and students can obtain information about the college and its activities.

THE PERFECT SPORTS SHIRT

for

BOWLING OR STROKING

$9.50

"GABANARO" by AROW

Just needed-a grand gaudy sports shirt—good looking, performance, everything balanced.

Tailed with Asami's traditional skill, Gabanaro is a shirt you'll be proud to wear.

In store the "GABANARO" today.

"Naturally, I smoked CHESTERFIELDS while working on my new picture, BEYOND GLORY. They're always MILDER... It's MY cigarette."

Alan Ladd

STARRING IN

BEYOND GLORY

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

BETHEL NELSON, ABC GIRL OF Texas University says—

"I smoke Chesterfields because I have always found that they are consistently MILD and besides I like their taste better."

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS than any other cigarette... BY LEAFY NATURAL SMOKE. A Product of the L.B. "Chesterfield" Tobacco Co., Richmond, Va.